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Innovation Pet Launches Kitty Connection Playground for Kittens and Growing Cats to Encourage 
Essential Developmental Play 

Creative Play System Essentials Kit and Deluxe Kit to Debut at Superzoo Show in Las Vegas 
 

Orange County, CA – July 2014 – Animal experts agree 
that there is more to kitten play than energetic pouncing 
and rambunctious pawing. In fact, playing is a vital part 
of a young cat’s development. Innovation Pet’s newest 
innovation, the Kitty Connection creative play system, 
maximizes the takeaway benefits kittens and young cats 
get from their play sessions with all-in-one built-in 
functionality that encourages essential coordination, 
balance and agility. The Kitty Connection playground 
will make its official debut at the summer Superzoo 
show at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las 
Vegas, NV from July 22nd-July 24th, 2014.  
 
According to VCA Animal Hospitals, “Play is a very 
important part of the feline world and kittens need the 

opportunity to play in order to learn vital adult skills both for communication and for hunting.” The 
veterinary compendium goes on to describe two kinds of play that are essential to kitten development. 
The first, object play, begins at the time of weaning and is crucial in “the development of eye-paw 
coordination and hunting skills.”  
 
The Kitty Connection Creative Play System from Innovation Pet was developed to nurture both types of 
kitten play. Designed to engage, stimulate and entertain kittens during their very active development 
stage, the most vital quality of the Kitty Connection is the cause and effect feature. This feline modular 
playground incorporates the SmartLink® Toys system which enables cross-play functionality so that 
when a kitten is playing with one toy, the toy on the opposite side will move or make noise. Once that 
newly activated toy gets their attention, the kitten will be enticed to move to that play area. This cause 
and effect linkage system encourages curious felines to move around the play system, explore, and 
engage with its many features. The creative play system keeps growing kittens thinking, active and 
entertained since both movement and sound are involved. What’s more, the pop-in toy functionality 
allows customized play, so the Kitty Connection and can be used for older cats as well. Added bonuses 
include built-in textured scratching posts and suction cup removability of toys for individual play.  
 



The Kitty Connection from Innovation Pet comes in two 
creative play configurations. The Essentials Kit (MSRP: 
$19.99) features four toys, two of which are stuffed 
animals and the other two of which are a batting tassel 
and a suspended fur ball. Bells dangle from some of 
these enticements, tantalizing kitty’s attention. The 
Deluxe Kit (MSRP: $29.99) doubles the fun with eight 
toys and two scratching posts for the ultimate in kitten 
creative play.  
 
Add-on Kitty Connection accessories that connect 
together are also available for purchase, allowing for 
endless playground possibilities. These bonus pieces 
include a scratching post kit, a tunnel kit, a 
ramp/connector kit, replacement scratchers and add-on 
toys.  
  
Attendees of Superzoo 2014 can visit Booth #7023 at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas, 
NV to learn more about the Kitty Connection and the complete Innovation Pet product line.  
 
About Innovation Pet 
Innovation Pet brings the excitement of 21st century technologies to the pet industry with a new 
generation of interactive toys and illuminating ideas. Founded in the international toy market, 
Innovation Pet has a 45-year history of proven successes and commitment to the pet industry. 
Innovation Pet’s team of engineers, creative designers and product managers develop and bring to 
market pet toys that create joy and fun for both pets and their parents while driving innovation and 
differential for key retailers. For additional information on the company, please visit 
www.InnovationPet.com.  
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